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Document enhancement of misaligned content by
learning a common latent space between document
photographs and reference images

Abstract
In this work, we propose a machine learning model for document enhancement that is
invariant to small shifts between pixels in pairs of images. This is achieved by mapping the input
image (i.e., the low‐quality raw image to be enhanced) to the same latent space (or feature space)
learned from the corresponding high‐quality image (i.e., the enhanced ground‐truth version).
Furthermore, our algorithm can enhance photographed documents by mapping those
photographs to the same latent space learned from the corresponding expected enhancements.
The feature mapping between the photograph and the reference image avoids the necessity of
performing an image alignment step by providing the necessary features to decode an enhanced
version of the photographed document image.

Problem Solved
In most algorithms that deal with differences between two images (e.g., image
enhancement, image restoration), there is a requirement that the images must be aligned with
a pixel‐by‐pixel precision, since most metrics that evaluate these differences are based on this
assumption (e.g., mean squared error, mean average error, structural similarity etc). In the
document enhancement task, usually there are two versions of the same image: i) one is the
photographed image, that usually has low quality (e.g., presence of noises and artifacts); ii) and
the target image, which is a clean high‐quality version of the photographed one. Nevertheless,
building a dataset with such characteristics (and with a pixel‐wise alignment prerequisite) can be
too time‐consuming and costly.
Although current state‐of‐the‐art works [2, 3] offer solutions for the enhancement of
photographed documents, they mostly consider pairs of aligned images (photo and reference
image) in the training procedure. However, if the images are not aligned and an image alignment
step is necessary (e.g., with SIFT or ORB algorithms) those models can return unsatisfactory
results due to the pixel‐wise precision required.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no current solution for document enhancement of
misaligned pairs of images. Although one can train current solutions on aligned pairs and perform
inference on misaligned content, few datasets of such data are currently available (e.g.,
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SmartDoc‐QA [9]). Hence, this work intends to provide such a solution for enhancing document
images with suboptimal lighting conditions considering a dataset of misaligned pairs of images,
where a pair is composed by the document image (e.g., photo), which is misaligned to its
reference image (i.e., the enhanced version), the second image of the pair. The algorithm tackles
the enhancement and alignment step in a feature approximation procedure along with tasks of
enhancement and reconstruction altogether in an end‐to‐end approach based on machine
learning.

Proposed solution
Our solution for the document enhancement task considering misaligned paired images
is based on the contrastive learning of features from both photographed document and the
corresponding reference document image (i.e., the original digital version, or printed and
scanned by a flatbed scanner version). First, a feature extraction is performed by an encoder ML
model (i.e., a model that receives in its input an image and returns a feature representation of it)
that generates the feature representation of each image in the pair. Then, the features from both
images of a corresponding pair are used by an algorithm that learns to approximate them. Finally,
from those features we decode each corresponding image with a feature decoder ML model (i.e.,
a model that receives in its input a feature representation and returns an image based on the
reconstruction of these features): a) from the photographed image features we generate an
artifact‐free version close to the reference image; and b) from the reference image features we
reconstruct the reference image. An overview of the proposed solution is presented in Figure 1.
The algorithm then has three goals: approximate the photographed and the reference
extracted features, enhance the photographed image, and reconstruct the reference image from
its features. By approximating the features of the images pair, the algorithm aims to learn a
mapping between the misaligned image and the reference image of the document at the feature
level. This mapping is represented by a feature approximation based on contrastive learning (that
aids in a feature representation) which pulls closer features of a related pair of images, while it
tries to push away representations from other documents. This is done by considering unrelated
documents as negative features samples and the corresponding pair being analyzed as positive
features samples. This approach aids in the creation of a latent (feature) space where similar or
close features represent related documents (misaligned and reference version), while different
and distant features represent unrelated documents. An illustration of the contrastive learning
approach is presented in Figure 2.
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed workflow for document enhancement using feature
approximation of the photo and reference document image.

Proof of Concept
Our solution is built based on an autoencoder ML model approach composed by an image
encoder and an image decoder paths. In the encoder path, we extract the image features and
include a feature approximation and repelling function based on contrastive learning at the
bottleneck features level. The feature approximation and repelling function aims to minimize the
distance (e.g., by using metrics such as L1 and L2) between the n‐dimensional feature vectors of
the related images along with a maximization of the distance between feature vectors of
unrelated images. Then, the decoder path is used with two objectives: reconstruct the reference
image and enhance the misaligned photo of the document. Both encoder and decoder were
defined considering an adaptation of the U‐Net [10] model ‐ mostly removing inter‐layers skip
connections between the encoder and decoder, and removing the maximum pooling layers,
which are not shift invariant (misalignment). Instead, only skip connections between intra‐layers
were added as the image representation needed to be concentrated in the bottleneck features,
i.e., without passing information indirectly by the shortcut paths.
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Figure 2: Overview of the contrastive learning approach for misaligned document enhancement
content where the algorithm attracts features from related documents (photo and the
corresponding aligned document), while repels features from unrelated documents.

The contrastive learning approach is defined based on the work of Chen et al. [1] where
two goals are aimed: i) a code attraction between related images; and ii) a code repulsion
between unrelated images, where the codes are the feature representation of these images.
Related features (i.e., photo and reference image) are encouraged to stay close to each other
(attraction) and unrelated features (different document images) are encouraged to stay far away
from each other (repulsion). The attraction can be achieved by common distance metrics (e.g.,
L1, L2 norm), but when considering the repulsion process too, one must define a loss function
that considers both processes. In order to perform this task, we consider the NT‐Xent loss
(normalized temperature‐scaled cross entropy loss) [1]. Other contrastive losses could also be
used, such as the triplet loss, but the main advantage of the NT‐Xent loss is that it does not
require an explicit selection of positive (related documents) and negative (unrelated documents)
samples at each training iteration such as the triplet loss. Instead, in the NT‐Xent loss each related
pair is considered a positive sample and the remaining available samples of the batch or training
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iteration are considered negative samples. Furthermore, the NT‐Xent loss is currently a baseline
function for the contrastive learning problem.
A detailed overview of the proposed model is presented in Figure 3.

Figure 3: Detailed overview of the proposed model for misaligned document enhancement
content where the algorithm attracts features from related documents (photo and the
corresponding aligned document) and repels features from unrelated documents using an
autoencoder approach adapted from the U‐Net model and the NT‐Xent loss for the contrastive
learning.
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